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2,492,218 
the modulator and after passing through a. low 
pass filter TP, the following difference frequen« 
cies can be obtained: 

This is the (11H-mth harmonic of the funda 
mental frequency fi. Since the carrier oscilla 
tion disappears, the >special advantage of this 
method is that the carrier frequency does not 
need to be highly constant or stable. With a car- > 
rier frequency of a few megacycles and a funda 
mental frequency f1 of 1 kc. the deviation or lim 
its of frequency variation may amount to over 
100 kc. Side band frequencies with n=m=100 
then occur. There is thus a, multiplication of 
the fundamental frequency f1 up to a factor 
n-l-m=200. 

Fig. 3 shows a, further modified arrangement 
according to the invention. 'I‘he difference be 
tween this arrangement and that shown in Fig. 2 
is the fact that the band-pass ñlters are for dif 
ferent frequency ranges. Band-pass filter BP; 
allows the carrier frequency and all upperside 
band frequencies up to the nth component to 
pass, that is fu-i-Zmfi. Band-pass filter BP2 only 
allows the frequency fo-mfi to pass. After pass 
ing the modulator M and the low-pass filter TP, 
a spectrum of successive oscillations 2(m+n)f1 
is obtained. 

Fig. 4 shows an arrangement which prevents _ 
the amplitudes of individual components in the 
spectrum from disappearing. It is based on the 
fundamental arrangement shown in Fig. 1. At 
the output end of the low-pass filter TP, where 
the fundamental frequency f1 and the spectrum . 
of its harmonics are present, provision is made 
to feed back or return a portion of the output 
over a band filter BPa and a frequency multiplier 
V to the reactance control element R. If a har 
monic, for instance the pth harmonic, is very 
weak or not even present, the fundamental fre 
quency ,f1 is multiplied p-times in the multiplier. 
The current or voltage of frequency pfi which 
is thus obtained, is then applied to the reactance 
control R of the generator G together with the 
current of fundamental frequency f1. The side 
bands fuipfi which were missing from theorig 
inal spectrum are now present in the spectrum 
of the frequency-modulated oscillation of gener 
ator G. Further harmonics are also formed which a 
may cause a desired amplification of further Weak 
harmonics. The additional multiplier V may be 
omitted, this depending upon the amplitude dis 
tribution of the frequency spectrum. 
Two practical applications of the method ac- , 

cording to the invention are now described. Fig. 
5 shows an arrangement for dividing a given fre 
quency. The input energy of frequency 

which is to be reduced to the frequency f1, is ap 
plied to the amplitude modulator M1. In the 
latter it is superposed upon energy of auxiliary 
frequency (m-l-n)f1, so that at the output end 
the frequency f1 appears. 
The auxiliary frequency (m-}-n)f1 is derived 

from the output by using the device according to 
the invention. The procedure is as follows: The 
output frequency f1 is passed to the reactance 
control element R and frequency modulates gen 
erator G having an average or center frequency 
fo. The generator voltage is passed to the band 
pass filters BP; and BP2. Filter BP; allows fre 
quency fo+nf1 and ñlter BP2 allows the frequency ' 
fo-mf1 to pass and suppresses all the other 
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frequencies, including also the carrier frequency 
fo. Both frequencies reach the amplitude modu 
lator M. The resulting difference frequency 
(m-I-n) f1 is passed over the band-pass ñlter BP 
to the modulator Mi already referred to. The 
entire system is a feed-back system capable of Y 
oscillating; stable conditions occur, however, if 
the frequency is divided in the ratio 1/m+n+1. 
The device according to the invention may also 

be used for the frequency multiplication of phase 
modulated signals. Such an arrangement is 
shown in Fig. 6. V indicates the frequency multi 
plier which has already been described, with 
the difference that the frequency fi of the input 
signal applied to the reactance control R is 
already phase-modulated. The average or center 
frequency is fg and is produced by generator G1. 
By means of phase modulator PM frequency fg 
is phase-modulated by the signal S which is to 
be transmitted; f1 is then the phase-modulated 
frequency applied to the input end of the fre 
quency multiplying device. The multiplication 
produces an average frequency (m4-n) fg multi~ 
plied by the factor (1n-HL), while at the same 
time the frequency deviation or variation limits 
are multiplied by the same factor. 
After having explained the principle on which 

the device according to the invention operates, a 
few examples of more detailed diagrams of con 
nections required for the individual basic arrange 
ments are given. Figs. 7, 8, 9 show detailed dia 
grams corresponding, respectively, to the basic 
arrangements illustrated in Figs. 1, 2 and 4. 
Corresponding diagrams for the arrangements of 
Figs. 3, 5 and 6 may be obtained by an analogous 
combination of the elements R, G, BP, M and 
TP. The reactance control element R shown is 
of the known type comprising a multi-grid elec 
tron tube. A condenser is connected between the 
anode and the control grid. The input voltage 
with a frequency f1 shifts the control grid voltage, 
whereby corresponding frequency alterations oc 
cur in the tube generator G in a manner well 
known to those skilled in the art. The subse 
quent band-pass ñlters BP, BPi as well as the low 
pass filter TP are wave filters constructed in a 
known manner. Modulator M is of the type 
comprising two diodes which produce the de 
modulated voltage across a condenser-resistance 
load circuit. In Fig. 9, a frequency multiplier is 
shown. This contains a very powerful amplifier 
tube with non-linear characteristic and an anode 
circuit tuned to a harmonic of the frequency fr. 

I claim: » 

1. A method of producing harmonics from a 
fundamental frequency comprising the steps of 
subjecting an auxiliary carrier frequency to a 
frequency modulation process in accordance with 
said fundamental frequency and mutually inter 
modulating at least two side band frequencies 
obtained from said modulation process. 

2. A method of producing harmonics from a 
fundamental frequency comprising the steps of 
frequency modulating an auxiliary carrier fre 
quency in accordance with said fundamental fre 
quency to produce a plurality of adjacent side 
band frequencies differing from each other by 
said fundamental frequency, and mutually inter 
modulating at least two of said side band fre 
quencies to produce a harmonic of said funda 
mental frequency. 

3. A method of producing harmonics from a 
fundamental frequency comprising the steps of 
frequency modulating an auxiliary carrier fre 
quency in accordance with the fundamental fre 



quency, theefrequen'cx'r‘Y deviation froirrsaldîoarrie? 
frequency being< arelativelyßlarge»multiple ofïsaidî 
fundamental7 frequency, segregatingï aA predeer 
termined‘b'and» ofÁ side> band frequenciesrf’rcm tlieî 
modulation-produca; andmutually inter-modulat' 
ing’ said: side bandf'- frequencies.~` 

4: A method of; producing harmonics;v from a 
fundamentalt frequency» comprising; thest'epsiofî 
frequency-V modulating an`~v auxiliary» carrierY frei-f 
quencyA in accorda-nceâ with* saidi fïin‘damentalë 
frequency; the* frequencyf deviation'` from said--Y 
carrier frequency being' a"relativelylvlargemultipleï 
of-'saidffundamenta'l frequency; segregating aipre'ß: 
determined band o'f‘ï‘ side‘- bandi frequen'cie'se from? 
the modulations produce, mutually; i’ritermodulateYy 
ing'saidside ban'dïfre'quencies to`=produce a" spec#v 
trum` ofZ harmonics> o'f‘ saidî lfundar'nx-entail"î fre 
quencies, :and selectingva desired harmonic-1. from? 
saidî spe'ctrun'i:v ' 

5. A systemfor producingI harmonics from a 
fundamental frequency'comprising' an auxiliary 
oscillatorl having;a ̀ frequency` substantiallyfhigher 
than the highest harmonic offsaidîfundamental 
frequency to. be` produced, .frequency modulating 
means for`modulati`1fig~> said‘oscillator'in accord- 2 
ance with said fundamental’frequency to producer 
a. plurality? of, different ,o order; modulationl side 

Ul 

band frequencies. progressively-spaced from each » 
otlienby intervals. equal.tv_saídffundamental fre" 
quency, and meansfor, deriving vand mutually in- A , 
termodulating at least"tiwo`of“the"side band fre 
quencies-of said oscillatorïtoiproduce a differenceEv 
frequencyifcorrespondirigito:thefzdesired Harmonic 
of said fundamental frequency. 

Gf. A system for producing harmonics from a 
fundamental frequency comprising an auxiliary 
oscillator having a frequency substantially higher 
than the highest harmonic frequency to be pro 
duced, frequency modulating means for modulat 
ing said oscillator in accordance with said funda 
mental frequency to produce a plurality of differ 
ent order side band frequencies progressively 
spaced from each other by intervals equal to said 
fundamental frequency, means for deriving a 
plurality of side band frequencies from said oscil- 4 
lator, further means for mutually intermodulat 
ing the derived side band frequencies, and means 
for selecting the desired harmonic from the re 
sultant modulation product. 

'7. A system for producing harmonics from a a 
fundamental frequency comprising an auxiliary 
oscillator,` means for frequency modulating said 
oscillator in accordance with said fundamental 
frequency, the frequency deviation from the nor 
mal oscillating frequency being relatively large 
compared with said fundamental frequency to 
produce a plurality of different order modulation 
side band frequencies progressively spaced from 
each other by said fundamental frequency, band 
pass filter means connected to said oscillator, and 
means connected to the output of said filter 
means for mutually intermodulating the side band 
frequencies selected by said filter means. 

8. A system for producing harmonics from a 
fundamental frequency comprising an auxiliary 
oscillator, frequency modulating means for mod 
ulating said oscillator in accordance with said 
fundamental frequency, the frequency deviation 
from the normal oscillating frequency being rela 
tively large compared With said fundamental fre 
quency to produce a plurality of different order 
modulation side band frequencies progressively 
spaced from each other by said fundamental fre 
quency, band-pass filter means connected to said 
oscillator for selecting therefrom a plurality of 
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A quencies" of" frequency 

said side@` bandi frequencies, quereisA 'för- mutuauy’ 
ihternïoduiating’ triev side candl- frequencies seec 
1ccted‘1óy said b‘an'd;passëñitermeanseanu anew# 
passy filter' liai‘lin‘geax limitingV frequency“ equal-i to" 
the» passing* range of‘ïs'aidï Handi-’passi filter" an’dz 
connected¿to-thefoutputf o'f ï saidïmcîdíilatör; 

»9: _A- syst‘em» for" producing harmonics f?ci'ri’- ai 
fundar'nentai“frequency-ofì v‘al'uei‘f‘ c'o'r‘np‘rising7 an“a 
auxiliary oscillator producing a normal'ifrequency' 
of value >f6;- mearis-l‘fò‘i"frequency'mo'dulatin‘g said, 
oscillator“ iniv accordance“ with” sind? fundament'allí 
frequency,` theAV frequency ' deviation1 from" saiii‘ 
uormai frequency'beingflreiativeiyfiargecompared’ 
with said fundamental frequency toi» produce at 
plurality/or» differentipruer mo'duiatibn' side-Bandi 
frequenciessprbgressivelylspaced‘ fi‘o‘iiiâeach ‘other 
by saiqfundamentai frequency; a' pair'forfuauuîef 
pass-ñltersfcónnectedtd'saidgoäillator and'haviii?l 
frequencyfpassingî r’angesßfoçemfi andí fis-enf; ree» 

.Y spectively; wherein’m‘ and» n“ are‘whole numbers; 
and" an ai’ripiitude` modulator c'orine‘cte‘cïl to' _bctrr 
said narici-:pass mters-'formutuaiiy interrnoaùiatf-f 
ing" the' side; band f?'e'quen'cies‘ selectedE by  said?" 
ñlters‘andto produce fi'ai‘nioniöcombinatioi’i‘freir 

p Y _ <mf+mfï ‘  

r 10. A‘ system‘ for“ pro'ducir'ig:I harmjo'riics‘fiorfiî ai’y 
fundamental' frequency ofi value* f" coi?ipr'isii'gfI 
an auxiliary` oscillator ' producir'fgvr a'` normal" frei” 
quency. orvaiuef-ft; meansficrfffequency modulati 
ing vvsaid oscillator 'inïaccordanceyvith'sa‘id funda 
mental ‘ frequency; the fiiìcpieii''cy4y deviation* from" 
said ‘normal kfrequency beingi relativelylargeconfà‘ 
parediwith‘ saidï'fundamental‘fr'equ ' ' t'o?‘proë‘ 

duce a'p-iuraiity cfidif?erentiorderimcuùiatiorisidèi 
band frequencies progressively spaced from each 
other by said fundamental frequency, a pair of 
band-pass filters connected to said oscillator and 
having frequency passing ranges fo-l-mf and 
ffl-nf, respectively, wherein m and n are whole 
numbers, an amplitude modulator connected to 
both said band-pass filters for mutually inter 
modulating the side band frequencies selected by 
said filters and to produce harmonic combination 
frequencies of frequency (m-l-n) f, and a low-pass 
filter connected to the output of said modulator 
having a limit frequency equal to (m4-n) f. 

11. A system for producing harmonics from a. 
fundamental frequency comprising an auxiliary 
oscillator having a frequency substantially higher 
than the highest harmonic of said fundamental 
frequency to‘be produced, frequency modulating 
means for modulating said oscillator in accord 
ance with said fundamental frequency to produce 
a plurality of different order modulation side 
band frequencies progressively spaced from each 
other by intervals equal to said fundamental 
frequency, and a band-pass filter having a passing 
range to encompass a pair of said side band fre 
quencies spaced by a frequency interval equal to 
a desired harmonic of said fundamental, and 
means for mutually intermodulating the side band 
frequencies selected by said filter and for select 
ing the difference frequency from the resultant 
modulation product. 

12. A system for producing harmonics from a 
fundamental frequency comprising an auxiliary 
oscillator having a frequency substantially higher 
than the highest harmonic of said fundamental 
frequency to be produced, frequency modulating 
means for modulating said oscillator in accord 
ance with said fundamental frequency to produce 
a plurality of different order modulation side 
band frequencies progressively spaced from each 
other by intervals equal to said fundamental fre 
quency, and a band-pass ñlter connected to said 
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oscillator and having a passing range to encom 
pass a plurality of desired side band frequencies 
mutually spaced from each other by intervals 
equal to a plurality of harmonic frequencies of 
said fundamental frequency, and means for mu 
tually intermodulating the side band frequencies 
selected by said ñlter and for selecting a desired 
difference frequency from the resultant modula 
tion product. , ' 

13. A system for producing harmonics from a 
fundamental frequency of value f comprising an 
auxiliary oscillator having a normal frequency of 
value fo substantially higher than said funda 
mental frequency, means for frequency modulat 
ing said oscillator in accordance with said funda-_ 
mental frequency, the frequency deviation from 
said normal frequency being relatively large com-l 
pared with said fundamental frequency to pro 
duce a plurality of different order modulation 
side band frequencies progressively spaced from 
each other by a frequency range equal to said 
fundamental frequency, a pair of band-pass filters 
connected to said oscillator having frequency 
passing ranges fo-f-Enf and fo-mf, respectively, 
wherein m and n are Whole numbers, and ampli 
tude modulating means connected to both said 
filters for mutually inter-modulating the side band 
frequencies selected by said filters and to produce 
harmonic components of frequency 20ml-mf. 

14. A system for producing harmonics from a 
fundamental frequency of value ,f comprising an 
auxiliary oscillator producing a normal frequency 
of value fo substantially higher than said funda 
mental frequency, means for frequency modulat 
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ing said oscillator in accordance with said funda# 
mental frequency, the frequency deviation from 
said normal frequency being relatively large com 
pared with said fundamental frequency to pro 
duce a plurality of different order modulation 
side band frequencies progressively spaced from 
each other by a frequency range equal to said 
fundamental frequency, a pair of band-pass filters 
connected to said oscillator and having frequency 
passing ranges fo-l-Enf and fo-mf, respectively, 
wherein m and n are whole numbers, amplitude 
modulating means connected to both said filters 
for mutually intermodulating the side band fre 
quencies selected by said ñlters and to produce 
harmonic components of frequency 20u-HL) f, 
and low pass ñlter means connected to the out 
put of said modulating means having a limit fre 
quency equal to (m-l-mf. 
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